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Semiconductor detectors

Interaction of both charged (direct radiation) and
neutral (indirect radiation) particles in sensor results
in generation of electron-hole pairs (3.6 eV per pair),
which can be detected by readout electronic chip. The
quantity of read-out electric signal corresponds to the
deposited energy, its collection is regulated by applied
bias field.

Detection features of Si sensor:
• Efficient detection of soft X-rays up to tens of keV,
• charged particles up to units of MeV.

COMPASS
Runaway electron (RE) measurement campaigns were fo-
cused on utilizing Medipix2 detector [1], [2] as X-ray mon-
itoring system outside of vacuum. Diagnostic setup is vi-
sualized in left figure, detectors used for measurement are
highlighted in red frames. The data taking was started
by trigger, acquiring frames during the discharge.
Main setup features:
• detection of soft X-ray
• pinhole setup oriented towards inner limiter
• discharge t ∼ 300 ms, ≈ 30 frames with 1 ms acqui-

sition window

COMPASS measurements
The measured signal from the whole detector correlates
well with other X-ray diagnostics applied at tokamak (fig-
ures below). Furthermore, effects of the lost configuration
of the detector due to rapid changes of electromagnetic
field (visible noise after the end of discharge) were not
observed.
When collimating the signal from limiter (right figures),
vertical shaping of plasma results in visible movement of
X-ray hotspot (blue circle in whole frame / orange circle
of x-axis histogram) in time.
Utilization of detectors performing at higher frame rate
with better shielding would significantly enhance measure-
ments.

Comparison of diagnostics from discharge 14513.

Comparison of diagnostics from discharge 14601.

Medipix2 frames (left) with x, y-axis histograms (right).

Vertical shaping of the plasma during discharge 14555.

For better interpretation of results a simulation of interaction of RE population with tokamak geometry should be
performed. The main reason is generation of Compton electrons in the shielding of detector and other tokamak
components, since such signal is stronger in contrast with low detection efficiency of high energy X-ray and gamma
photons in the silicon sensor.

GOLEM
Advances of detector development enabled utilizing more
promising detector PH32 [3], which is being tested at
tokamak GOLEM. Measuring setup is still being en-
hanced, work oriented towards triggering and shielding.
Preliminary results show potential of such application,
providing more information than standard diagnostics.
Main setup features:

• proof of concept utilization of semiconductor detec-
tors inside tokamak vacuum for RE discharge

• enhanced results by directly measuring electron energy
• discharge t ∼ 15 ms, ≈ 150 frames with 40 µs acqui-

sition window, analog output of one channel Comparison of diagnostics from discharge 27487.

Detector setup

• Medipix2 [1],[2]

– developed by CERN
collaboration

– hit counting mode
– indirect RE measure-

ment via X-rays
– pinhole setup outside

of vacuum

• PH32 [3]

– hit counting, energy
mode

– low/high gain of ADC
– direct RE measure-

ment inside vacuum
– analog output to oscil-

loscope

Conclusions
Semiconductor pixel detectors were demonstrated to be
a functional new addition to the RE diagnostic methods
at tokamaks. Recorded secondary photon hit data corre-
late well with other used diagnostic methods. Since the
full potential of semiconductor pixel detectors in this
field of research is not yet fully exploited, their appli-
cation should be studied further. A novel segmented
semiconductor detection system is being developed as a
new method of diagnostics, providing both spatial and
temporal resolution throughout the plasma discharge.
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